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California enacted the Marine Life Protection Act (MLPA) in 1999 to redesign and improve the state’s
system of marine protected areas (MPAs), which the State Legislature found created the illusion of
protection while falling far short of its potential to protect and conserve living marine life and habitat. In
2004, after two unsuccessful attempts to implement the MLPA, California created the MLPA Initiative
through a memorandum of understanding among two state agencies and a privately-funded foundation
that established objectives for a planning process, set out a timeline for deliverables, and established
roles and responsibilities for key bodies.
This paper analyzes how recommendations developed through the Initiative supported regulatory
decisions by the California Fish and Game Commission to greatly expand the network of marine pro-
tected areas. That network includes 124 MPAs, covering 16.0% of state waters outside of San Francisco
Bay, including 9.4% of state waters in "no-take" areas. Such an extensive network of MPAs that
consciously incorporates science-based design guidelines is an important achievement worldwide and is
a rare example of a sub-national government creating MPAs.
Successful implementation of formally adopted public policies is well recognized as a complex process
critical to achieving policy goals. The Initiative’s Blue Ribbon Task Force played a signiﬁcant role in
guiding the planning process to its successful conclusion in providing the State the information it needed
to redesign its system of MPAs. Additional elements of the Initiative’s success included: effective statutes,
adequate funding and professional capacity, robust stakeholder engagement, strong science guidance,
effective decision support tools, transparent decision making, and sustained support from top state
ofﬁcials and private foundations.
 2012 Elsevier Ltd. Open access under CC BY-NC-ND license. 1. Introduction
Marine protected areas (MPAs) are recognized as an important
ecosystem-based tool in managing marine resources (NCEAS,
2001). The Convention on Biological Diversity calls for “effective
conservation” of 10 percent of the world’s marine and coastalKirlin), megc@stanford.edu
ber@resourceslawgroup.com
anwfox@gmail.com (E. Fox),
ode 52F00ME, B.53A, 575 I
C-ND license. ecological resources (Convention on Biological Diversity, 1999). Yet,
the International Union for Conservation of Nature and Natural
Resources reports that just 1.2 percent of global oceans now beneﬁt
from some form of protected status, mostly near shore, as MPAs
total 4.1 percent within Exclusive Economic Zones (Toropova et al.,
2010).
Deﬁnitions of protected areas, and levels of effective protection,
vary among nations and between the U.S. federal and California
government. The current national inventory (Ofﬁce of Ocean and
Coastal Resource Management, 2011) identiﬁes 1681 MPAs in the
U.S., with 98% of the total area included in MPAs under federal
jurisdiction and only 3% of the total area in “no take” MPAs. Crea-
tion of extensive MPAs by sub-national governments appears to be
globally rare and California is the ﬁrst state in the U.S. to create
Table 1
The goals of California’s Marine Life Protection Act (Fish and Game Code section
2853(b)).
 Goal 1. To protect the natural diversity and abundance of marine life, and the
structure, function, and integrity of marine ecosystems.
 Goal 2. To help sustain, conserve, and protect marine life populations,
including those of economic value, and rebuild those that are depleted.
 Goal 3. To improve recreational, educational, and study opportunities
provided by marine ecosystems that are subject to minimal human distur-
bance, and to manage these uses in a manner consistent with protecting
biodiversity.
 Goal 4. To protect marine natural heritage, including protection of repre-
sentative and unique marine life habitats in California waters for their
intrinsic value.
 Goal 5. To ensure that California’s MPAs have clearly deﬁned objectives,
effective management measures, and adequate enforcement, and are based
on sound scientiﬁc guidelines.
 Goal 6. To ensure that the MPAs are designed and managed, to the extent
possible, as a component of a statewide network.
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including many “no-take” MPAs. While enacting legislation to
authorize a new program, such as redesigning and adaptively
managing a network of MPAs, is a difﬁcult and signiﬁcant task, it is
often harder to actually implement such legislation, as impacts on
speciﬁc places and users intensiﬁes conﬂicts (Layzer, 2008).
This paper provides an overview of California’s effort to
create a statewide network of MPAs between 2004 and 2011
based on the planning work of the Marine Life Protection Act
Initiative (Initiative), a publiceprivate partnership created to
help the state implement the Marine Life Protection Act (MLPA)
enacted in19992 which had six unranked goals (Table 1). The
Initiative was launched following two prior unsuccessful efforts
to implement the MLPA (Gleason et al., 2010; Weible, 2008).
Importantly, the Memorandum of Understanding (MOU)
creating the Initiative anticipated dividing the statewide effort
into multiple regional planning processes for geographically
deﬁned study regions and MPA planning has been completed in
four (Fig. 1). The MOU also identiﬁed several volunteer bodies to
help carry out the Initiative’s charge which were critical for
successful implementation of the MLPA. The volunteer bodies
included a Blue Ribbon Task Force (BRTF), a Master Plan Science
Advisory Team (SAT), and a Regional Stakeholder Group (RSG)
for each region of the state, as well as a Statewide Interests
Group (SIG) to provide input throughout the process. Only the
SAT has statute-based roles; the others existed only on the basis
of MOUs. Individuals involved in these volunteer bodies donated
hundreds of hours of their time to participate in the planning
process (Gleason et al., 2013).
Over seven years, $19.5 million from private charitable foun-
dations and approximately $18.5 million from state resources was
spent in support of the Initiative while experts and stakeholders
throughout the state volunteered thousands of hours to engage
the Initiative (Gleason et al., 2013). Continued ﬁscal and political
support from the State of California is critical to full implementa-
tion of the MLPA. Private charitable foundation support
continues, various associations and groups are engaged, and valu-
able agreements among public agencies are being developed to
support implementation, monitoring and research of the newly
established MPAs.
Before the MLPA, less than 3% of state waters were in MPAs,
mostly small and offering relatively little protection (Gleason et al.,
2013). Now, based on the work of the Initiative, California is
implementing a network of 124 MPAs that cover 16.0% of state
waters, including 9.4% of state waters in no-take MPAs, all designed
pursuant to science guidelines intended to achieve network effects
among the MPAs along the entire California coast.
Prior analyses of the Initiative are limited. Osmond et al. (2010)
contrasts structures and processes of efforts to create MPAs by
Australia to protect the Great Barrier Reef, with two California
efforts e the Channel Islands National Marine Sanctuary, and the
ﬁrst study region undertaken under the Initiative (the Central
Coast). Other analyses have emphasized the roles of stakeholders
and science in the Initiative in two study regions (central coast and
north central coast) (Gleason et al., 2010; Carr et al., 2010). Klein
et al. (2008) mistakenly reports use of Marxan software to design
MPAs and inform planning in the Central Coast study region, but
this technique was explicitly rejected in the Initiative as inconsis-
tent with the legal requirements of the MLPA regarding network
design and not sufﬁciently transparent to policy makers or
stakeholders.2 California Fish and Game Code Sections 2850e2863.1.1. The Marine Life Protection Act: public policy formation and
public policy implementation
Collective action includes both public policy formation (the
“making” of the policy) and public policy implementation (the
“doing”) that translates formally adopted public policy into actions
intended to achieve the desired results.
Included in a burst of marine resource public policy making
between 1998 and 2003, the MLPA was one of several legislative
actions intended to: (1) strengthen management of some ﬁsheries,Fig. 1. Four study regions were established for planning purposes in the Marine Life
Protection Act Initiative; actual planning activities of roughly two years in each over-
lapped somewhat.
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level goals, and (3) bolster the state’s capacity to manage marine
resources (see California Fish and Game Commission, 2010a; Fox
et al., 2013a). The Marine Life Management Act (1998) (MLMA)
focused on management of speciﬁc ﬁsheries and included provi-
sions for essential ﬁsh habitat and recognition of policy links to
marine protected areas (California Fish and Game Commission,
2010a). The Marine Managed Areas Improvement Act (2000)
(MMAIA), simpliﬁed 18 existing types of designations of marine
managed areas (MMA) into three types of MPA designations.3 The
MMAIA was enacted as part of legislation which also included
additional statutory authority for creation of MPAs by the Fish and
Game Commission (Commission)4 which was not part of the
MMAIA but required use of the designation types deﬁned in the
MMAIA. These authorities were used by the Commission to
designate MPAs based on recommendations from the Initiative
which was structured to follow the substantive and procedural
requirements included in the MLPA. The Ocean Protection Council
(2003), a non regulatory body, was created to improve integration
of marine resource policy and articulation with related state and
federal policies.
Analysts of public policy processes have long recognized
implementation of formally adopted public policies as a complex
process (Lasswell, 1956; Peters and Pierre, 2003). Early empirical
research found that implementation was not automatic, but rather
frequently problematic and quite variable in achieving desired
results. This research further led to the realization that political and
bureaucratic components of implementation were often not
addressed or even identiﬁed in policy making (Brewer and deLeon,
1983). Implementation analyses include speciﬁc policy arenas (e.g.,
Lin, 2000), general theoretical treatments (e.g., Ingram, 1990) and
reviews of the ﬁeld (e.g. deLeon and deLeon, 2002; Peters and
Pierre, 2003).
State level public policy implementation in the U.S. federal
system must address interrelationships between authorities, poli-
cies and programs of the national government and those of a state.
Both public policy formulation and then public policy imple-
mentation also take place in the context of prior public policies and
overlapping jurisdictions (Fox et al., 2013c). By 1999, the federal
government had established a few Marine Managed Areas along
the California coast, the largest of which was the 15,783 square
kilometer Monterey Bay National Marine Sanctuary established in
1992. None of the federally designated protected areas in California
waters have signiﬁcant restrictions on the take of living resources
but seek to protect cultural and geological marine resources
(National Oceanic and Atmospheric Administration, 2008). In the
Channel Islands, prior to theMLPA Initiative, anMPA design process
was a joint stateefederal process, with the state designated rec-
ommended MPAs established four years prior to federal action
(Caldwell and Thesing, 2006).
As the Initiative launched its ﬁrst study region pilot process in
the Central Coast in 2005, an explicit decision was made to work
solely within state authority despite federal agency interest in
a combined stateefederal effort. The BRTF based this decision on
two fundamental concerns: ﬁrst, any federal action creating MPAs
requires separate substantive and procedural regulatory standards
and processes; second, federal representatives could not commit to
the rigorous timetable set in the ﬁrst Initiative MOU. Thus, no
formal relationship with any federal marine management planning
process was established under the Initiative in order to maintain
a focus on the requirements of the State’s laws and the ambitious3 California Public Resources Code Sections 36600e36900.
4 California Fish and Game Code Section 1590 and 1591.Initiative timetable. However, cooperative stateefederal relation-
ships were established to facilitate data sharing and formal federal
staff participation in Initiative regional processes. For example,
federal agency staff served on the SAT and RSG for each of the four
study regions.
The Initiative focused on one step in implementing the MLPA:
planning the redesign of MPAs through four regional planning
processes, which involved identifying “plausible” alternative MPA
proposals that the Commission could designate through regula-
tion (Table 2). Full implementation requires much more, including
(a) Commission action to designate MPAs in regulation, (b) many
management steps required to communicate, educate and enforce
the adopted regulations, (c) changed behaviors of private and
public parties whose actions are relevant to effective imple-
mentation of the adopted regulations, (d) monitoring and evalu-
ating progress in meeting the objectives of the Act, (e) adapting
implementation in response to the monitoring and evaluation,
and possibly (f) new formal policy making including adoption of
new regulations, creating, modifying or terminating MPAs under
existing law or new statutes. The redesign of MPAs in open coast
ocean waters is complete in California, but implementation of
the management, monitoring and evaluation steps are only
beginning.
The success of public policy implementation should be
measured by achievement of explicit legal objectives (Mazmanian
and Sabatier, 1989). In the case of MLPA, the primary legal
objective is the establishment of an “improved” statewide network
of MPAs designed to achieve speciﬁc goals (Table 1). Mazmanian
and Sabatier (1989) argue that successful implementation mostly
depends on (1) tractability of the problem to be addressed, (2)
features of the underlying legal authority and (3) several non-
statutory variables, including political salience, availability of
technology to assist with implementation, public support, atti-
tudes and resources of constituency groups, support from those
with formal authority (“sovereigns” in their terminology), and
commitment and leadership skill of implementing ofﬁcials. The
ﬁrst two factors are generally discussed as “enabling conditions”
elsewhere (Fox et al., 2013a). The legislation enacted to improve
management of California marine resources relevant to the legal
authority to create MPAs was identiﬁed above and features of the
MLPA are further analyzed below. Political salience, availability of
facilitating technology, public support, attitudes and resources of
constituency groups are discussed in other papers (Fox et al.,
2013b,c; Sayce et al., 2013; Merriﬁeld et al., 2013; White et al.,
2013).
This paper analyzes the ﬁnal two non-statutory variables
affecting implementation, support from sovereigns and commit-
ment and leadership skill of the implementing ofﬁcials, with
particular attention to the critical roles of the state executive
branch, the Commission and the BRTF. The public policy process to
design and designate MPAs in California recognized the importance
of several stages of implementation. Previous analysts provide
additional information on the creation of MPAs before the MLPA
was enacted (McArdle, 2002; Airame et al., 2003) and on the early
efforts to implement the MLPA (Weible, 2008; Gleason et al., 2010).
The Initiative was able to successfully navigate common challenges
to public policy implementation including complexities and
uncertainties in how to implement the goals of the MLPA (Fox et al.,
2013b); continued conﬂicts over policy goals, policy instruments,
science or measures of success (Fox et al., 2013b,c; Saarman et al.,
2013); and variations in time required, outcomes, and opportuni-
ties for adjustment or “learning” during implementation and
subsequent cycles of policy making (Fox et al., 2013b, Merriﬁeld
et al., 2013, Sayce et al., 2013, White et al., this issue; Gleason
et al., 2013).
Table 2
Creation of Marine Protected Areas by the State of California as a public policy process.
Pre Marine Life
Protection Act (MLPA)
MLPA enacted Marine Life Protection Act Implementation (phases)
1 2 3 4 5 6
Activity Establish MPAs
by statute or
regulation
Revision of existing
MPAs is a plausible
legislative option
because of crises in
ﬁsheries, inadequacies
of existing MPAs and
emerging science
Develop proposals for
revised network of MPAs
Designate
MPAs by
regulation
Management
activities to
change
behaviors of
users to
conform to
adopted MPA
regulations
(communication,
education,
enforcement)
Monitoring
and
evaluation
of MPA
performance
Review
under
structured
adaptive
management
Policy
level
assessment
and possible
changes
in regulation
or statute
Actor(s) California
Legislature,
Fish and Game
Commission (FGC)
create MPAs
California Legislature,
at urging of advocacy
groups/policy
entrepreneurs
two DFG
efforts do
not produce
acceptable
proposals
MLPA Initiative
work phased
over four study
regions results
in Blue Ribbon
Task Force
recommending
a total of 121
MPAs
Fish and
Game
Commission
designates
117 new
MPAs
California
Department
of Fish and Game
(DFG) has lead
responsibilities for
most MPAs, with
other state agencies
having varied roles
Structured
through the
"MPA
Monitoring
Enterprise,"
launched in
2007 as a
program of
the California
Ocean Science
Trust
State
agencies
formally
responsible,
especially
DFG and FGC
Multiple
actors
including
agencies,
legislators,
stakeholders,
advocacy
groups
Time
periods
First MPAs created
in 1909e1913
revoked by 1950;
more than 50 other
MPAs created after
1950; often small,
varied regulations,
modest effects
1999 2000e2002;
2002e2003
2005e2010 2006e2011 2006 ¼> 2007 ¼> Expected on
a ﬁve year
schedule
based on
monitoring
data and
agency
experience
Commonly
episodic:
"technical"
changes are
more
frequent
than major
revisions
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legislation
TheMLPA governs state waters and extends from the mean high
tide line seaward generally to 3 nautical miles (approximately
5.6 km), including offshore islands and tidal estuaries. Altogether,
the open coast state waters of California (excluding the San Fran-
cisco Bay estuary) cover some 14,374 square km along a 1770 km
coastline.
Several state agencies assume key roles in implementation of the
MLPA. The California Fish and Game Commission (Commission),
a body of ﬁve ofﬁcials appointed by the California State Governor and
conﬁrmed by the state senate, has the ultimate authority to designate
MPAs and adopt regulations on take of marine resources. The Cal-
ifornia Department of Fish and Game (CDFG), as the implementing
agency for the MLPA and a lead trustee for state natural resources, is
responsible for planning, implementation, management, monitoring,
and enforcement of regulations adopted in creatingMPAs through the
MLPA. The State Park and Recreation Commission (seven members
appointed by the Governor and conﬁrmed by the Senate) plays
a leading role in the designation of State Marine Parks while their
management is the responsibility of the California Department of
Parks and Recreation (CDPR). The California Ocean Protection Council
(OPC), a policy advisory body with no regulatory authority, provided
funding foroceanﬂoormapping,monitoring, andotherdata collection
thathas beenvitally important to implementationof theMLPA, aswell
as other state marine resource policies. The California Natural
Resources Agency, which includes the CDFG, the CDPR and OPC,
provides oversight and leadership on MLPA implementation. Finally,
theMLPAcalls forCDFGtoprepare, and for theCommissiontoapprove,
amasterplan toguide the adoptionand implementationof theMLPA.55 California Fish and Game Code Section 2855.Enacted a year after the MLPA, the Marine Managed Areas
Improvement Act (2000), simpliﬁed 18 existing types of designa-
tions of state marine managed areas (MMA), including “refuge,”
“reserve,” and “preserve” used for MPAs, into three types of MPA
designations to be used in California: State Marine Reserves (fully
protected no-take areas), State Marine Parks (where some recrea-
tional take may be allowed but commercial take is not allowed),
and State Marine Conservation areas (where some recreational
and/or commercial take may be allowed), all of which fall within
the broader deﬁnition of Marine Managed Areas (MMAs). Other
MMA designations and spatial regulations may be used in special
circumstances, including State Marine Recreational Management
Areas (generally coastal areas that allow waterfowl hunting).
Special Closures (areas where access is restricted to protect
important life stages of marine birds or mammals under different
legal authority) provide another valuable policy tool.
The MLPA requires a core of no-take State Marine Reserves as
a critical component of the statewide network. However, the State
retained important ﬂexibility in the design of the network by virtue
of its ability to also include limited-take MPAs (State Marine Parks
and State Marine Conservation Areas), State Marine Recreational
Management Areas and Special Closures.
Early in the Initiative, a “master plan framework” document was
developed and adopted by the BRTF to guide development of MPA
proposals in the ﬁrst pilot study region. A reﬁned California Marine
Life Protection Act Master Plan for Marine Protected Areas (Master
Plan) was later formally adopted as a “living document” by the
Commission in 2008 (CDFG, 2008). The Master Plan provides
background, context and a blueprint for implementing the MLPA,
including a description of the process for designing alternativeMPA
proposals, an overview of the science guidelines and other design
guidance, information on management, enforcement, monitoring,
and funding of California’s MPAs, and speciﬁc information on newly
adopted MPAs. The Master Plan has been updated over time as key
Table 4
Study regions of the MLPA Initiative.
Planning phase Study region Brief characterization
(each study region also had
existing state designated
MPAs)
2005e2006
This was the pilot
region and included
completing the
Master Plan
Framework and
developing core
processes reﬁned
in later study
regions.
Central Coast
(Pt. Conception
north to
Pigeon Point
near Santa
Cruz)
Low coastal population
density; good information;
existing protected federal
areas; and moderate
use of marine resources
2007e2008 North Central Coast
(Pigeon Point north
to Alder Creek, near
Pt. Arena)
Low coastal population
density; good information,
existing protected federal
areas
2008e2009 South Coast (Pt.
Conception south
to the border with
Mexico)
High coastal population
density; high use of marine
resources for multiple
purposes; existing protected
federal areas; military uses
2009e2011 North Coast (from
Alder Creek north
to the border with
Oregon)
Extremely low coastal
population density;
moderate intensity of use
of marine resources, including
by Native Americans
TBD San Francisco Bay
estuary
High coastal population
density; multiple uses; many
related existing resource use
policies
Table 3
The MLPA Initiative’s ﬁrst Memorandum of Understanding set forth the following
objectives and timeline for the State of California.
1. Submit the DFG’s draft Master Plan Framework to the Fish and Game
Commission by May 2005 for proposed adoption by the Commission in
August 2005.
2. Prepare a comprehensive strategy for long-term funding of planning,
management and enforcement of marine protected areas by December 2005.
3. Design and submit a draft proposal for alternative networks of marine pro-
tected areas in an area along the central coast to the Fish and Game
Commission by March 2006 for proposed adoption by the Commission by
November 2006.
4. Develop recommendations for coordinating the management of marine
protected areas with the federal government by November 2006.
5. Secure agreement and commitment among state agencies with marine pro-
tected area responsibilities by November 2006 to complete statewide
implementation of the Master Plan by 2011.
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available and will be adopted in ﬁnal formwhen designation of the
statewide improved network of MPAs is completed.
2. Designing the publiceprivate Marine Life Protection Act
Initiative
The structure of the Initiative was informed by previous
MPA designation processes. Particularly relevant were the
process of designing and establishing MPAs for the nearshore
waters of the Channel Islands National Marine Sanctuary
(Airame et al., 2003) and two earlier, but unsuccessful, efforts
to implement the MLPA (Weible, 2008; Gleason et al., 2010; Fox
et al., 2013a). The design (and most of the work of the Initia-
tive) occurred under leadership of a single California State
Governor and his Natural Resources Secretary (the latter of
whom had served as a Fish and Game Commissioner during the
original establishment of the Channel Islands MPAs in state
waters). However, the subsequent Governor and Natural
Resources Secretary provided strong support for completion of
Initiative work and Commission action in the ﬁnal (North
Coast) study region.
In 2004, the California Natural Resources Agency and CDFG
partnered with the private non-proﬁt Resources Legacy Fund
Foundation (Foundation) to launch the Initiative, a publiceprivate
partnership to implement the MLPA. Representatives from the
State and the Foundation executed a memorandum of under-
standing (MOU) establishing the terms of agreement for the
Initiative (California Resources Agency et al., 2004). Those writing
this MOU emphasized: (1) the importance of involving stake-
holders in designing a system of MPAs to incorporate local
knowledge, address local issues and improve ultimate community
acceptance, (2) the importance of adequate funding and institu-
tional capacity to manage and implement a robust public planning
process, (3) the need for a phased and regional approach to plan-
ning, rather than attempting to plan the entire statewide network
at one time, (4) effective communication among scientists
responsible for providing technical guidance to meet the require-
ments of the MLPA and policy makers and stakeholders, and (5) the
comparative advantage of using a ﬂexible public process and
planning approach that allows for the development and evaluation
of alternative designs, rather than requiring public convergence on
a single consensus solution.
Acknowledging the challenges in implementing the MLPA,
the ﬁrst study region was explicitly characterized in the 2004
MOU as a pilot and speciﬁed multiple actions (Table 3). The
overall planning period, which included development of the
master plan, was also of longer duration (October 2004e
December 2006) than subsequent study regions (Table 4). The
deliverables speciﬁed in the MOU included selection of an initial
study region (the Central Coast from Pigeon Point to Pt.
Conception was selected by the BRTF), identiﬁcation of bound-
aries for subsequent study regions, developing a draft master
plan framework, and separate reports on funding, adaptive
management and stateefederal coordination. The Regional
Stakeholder Group process in which stakeholders proposed
MPAs was somewhat shorter in the Central Coast than in
subsequent study regions.
In December 2006, as the planning process for the Central
Coast Study Region were completed, a revised MOU was signed
by the same parties. Importantly, the revised MOU clariﬁed (a)
the roles of the Resources Agency and the CDFG in transmitting
recommendations to the Commission, (b) the role of the
Foundation in providing funds at the request of the BRTF, and
(c) the relationship between the Commission and the BRTF.Under the MOU’s, the Foundation’s role was to provide the sole
non-state source of ﬁnancial support obtained as grants from
other foundations and to act as ﬁscal agent disbursing those
funds at the direction of the BRTF and the Initiative’s Executive
Director.
2.1. Blue Ribbon Task Force
The BRTF was a critical component of the Initiative design
because it managed and guided the regional planning process to
develop proposed MPAs within each region. Under the MOUs, at
the end of each study region process the BRTF made formal
recommendations of MPAs to be considered by the Commission for
regulatory designation. As an additional formal responsibility, the
Chair of the BRTF jointly appointed members of the RSGs, sharing
this role with the Director of the CDFG. Considered broadly, the
BRTF was responsible for providing policy guidance and oversight
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(including authoritative sanctioning of actions of the SAT and the
Initiative’s professional staff), preparing information and recom-
mendations to the Commission, overseeing the expenditure of the
Foundation funds provided to the Initiative, and maintaining an
aggressive planning schedule by propelling actions and resolving
uncertainties.
The BRTF for each region was composed of 5e8 public leaders
appointed by the Secretary of the California Natural Resources
Agency for their knowledge, vision, public policy experience, and
diversity of professional expertise. Fourteen individuals served as
BRTF members: three served in all four planning regions and two
served in two regions. Five BRTF members had previously served as
elected ofﬁcials, four had experience with marine-related busi-
nesses and the balance had signiﬁcant broad public policy
experience.
The BRTF established sufﬁcient legitimacy to authoritatively
play a key leadership role in managing political relationships,
resolving conﬂicts, fostering communication on issues, and driving
Initiativework to recommend changes inMPAs for consideration by
the Commission. While other efforts to create MPAs have incor-
porated scientists, stakeholders, and public outreach (Osmond
et al., 2010), the Initiative appears to be unique in use of a volun-
teer member Blue Ribbon Task Force in a central role.
The Initiative BRTF differs from many “Blue Ribbon” or
“Commission” bodies, such as seen in Presidential commissions,
which offer advice about how to address public policy issues
(Zegart, 2004). Among possible analogs, the BRTF shares with the
U.S. Defense Base Closure and Realignment Commission (2005)
a charge to help implement a legislative act. In contrast,
however, while recommendations of the Defense Base Closure
and Realignment Commission were determinative unless over-
turned by the U.S. Congress, the Initiative BRTF oversaw devel-
opment of proposed new MPA network components in each
region in order to recommend a preferred alternative to the
Commission whose afﬁrmative action remains necessary to legally
create MPAs.
A critical role of the BRTF was to ensure that the statewide
goals of the MLPA were satisﬁed during the network design stage
of implementation, ensuring that local stakeholder perspectives
and interests in study regions appropriately informed develop-
ment of proposed MPAs while still meeting goals of the MLPA.
Additionally, the BRTF ensured that guidance from scientists
supported implementation of the MLPA and that work of staff and
consultants remained focused on satisfying terms of the MOU in
ways that effectively implemented the MLPA. The BRTF also
managed political relationships of the overall Initiative and indi-
vidual study region processes with the Commission, other
governmental entities, and stakeholders. Its recommended
network of MPAs for each region transmitted to the Commission
reﬂected an assessment of political feasibility within the
requirements of the MLPA and the distinct attributes and
dynamics of a particular study region.
As the Initiative unfolded, BRTF meetings had the effect of
structuring work of other Initiative participants: agendas framed
issues and established and maintained schedules; meetings
provided a public forum in which options for MPAs were dis-
cussed and BRTF members urged changes to better meet
requirements of the MLPA or science guidance; and BRTF deci-
sions resolved conﬂicts sufﬁciently to allow continued progress.
The BRTF gained legitimacy through decision-making trans-
parency and conscientious application of the MLPA statute.
Interactions with the SAT and RSG in each study region enhanced
BRTF authority in making recommendations to the Commission
regarding MPA designation.2.2. Science advisory team
A Master Plan Science Advisory Team was established for each
regional planning process and included 17e21 members
appointed by the CDFG Director. As required by statute, the SAT
included scientists from state agencies in addition to members of
the scientiﬁc community from public and private institutions
with expertise in marine biology, ecology, oceanography, ﬁsh-
eries, economics, and social sciences. The key roles of the SAT
included: building scientiﬁc literacy across the Initiative,
Commission, and the general public, developing scientiﬁc
guidelines (informed by “rules of thumb”) based on the MLPA
goals, supporting development and evaluation of proposed MPAs
(including determining levels of protection, assessment against
guidelines and identifying opportunities for improvement of MPA
design), and helping to frame science vs. policy issues (Saarman
et al., 2013).
The SATmembers were not directly involved in designing MPAs,
but were charged with providing scientiﬁc advice and input to the
BRTF, RSGs, CDFG, and Commission throughout the process. The
SAT developed science guidelines to satisfy statutory requirements
for MPA network design that were incorporated into the Master
Plan (CDFG, 2008; Carr et al., 2010; Saarman et al., 2013) and
applied a methodology to evaluate each MPA network proposal
against those guidelines. A sub team of SAT members in each study
region worked directly with the RSG to answer questions and
provide input into MPA designs.2.3. Regional Stakeholder Group
For each region, a Regional Stakeholder Group was assembled
and charged with developing regional objectives, considering
existing MPAs, and developing multiple MPA proposals to support
the BRTF in identifying a preferred alternative for the study region
that would be recommended as part of the statewide network.
Each RSG was comprised of 24e34 members (plus up to 30
alternates), representing commercial and recreational ﬁshermen,
non-consumptive users, conservation organizations, resource
managers, Native American tribes and tribal communities, coastal
communities, and state and federal agencies. These individuals
were nominated by their constituencies and formally appointed by
the CDFG Director and the BRTF Chair. Stakeholders were selected
for their extensive local knowledge but also for their willingness to
commit to work in cross-interest groups and to negotiate on MPA
proposal designs (Fox et al., 2013b).
To various degrees, RSG members conducted outreach to their
constituencies and the public; their understanding of constitu-
ency and public interests also informed their work within the RSG.
The regional stakeholder processes to design proposed MPAs are
further described in Fox et al. (2013b), while efforts to engage in
the broader public are described in Sayce et al. (2013).2.4. Statewide Interests Group
In addition to the RSG, another group of stakeholders was
assembled at the state level, the Statewide Interests Group, to
provide an additional forum for communication between the
BRTF and stakeholders on broader Initiative and statewide policy
issues with an eye toward improving public involvement in the
process. The Statewide Interests Group was composed of
members of key interest groups appointed by the Initiative
Executive Director in consultation with the BRTF Chair, the
Secretary of Natural Resources, and the Director of CDFG. (See
Sayce et al., 2013).
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The aim of the regional MPA design process was to develop
alternative MPA proposals for regional components of the state-
wide network which plausibly met the requirements of the MLPA.
Stakeholders were not charged with identifying a single consensus
solution as that was viewed as both difﬁcult to attain and not
providing a range of alternatives for consideration by decision-
makers. The overall strategy of the Initiative was to develop
proposed MPA networks in a transparent manner. Stakeholders
took the lead in identifying proposed MPAs, informed by science
guidance and feasibility analyses of state agencies, under the
overall direction of the BRTF. Each region posed unique physical
features, character and intensity of uses, and related policy
processes (see Table 4 andmore fully developed in Fox et al., 2013b)
and achieved slightly different outcomes (Gleason et al., 2013).
As described above, the central coast study region planning
process was consciously undertaken as a pilot, where many of the
process design elements were ﬁrst tested. Informed by a formal
lessons learned analysis for each region, the planning process
design evolved and adapted to the speciﬁc needs of each region, but
a set of common features existed across regions. The MPA planning
effort in each region required ﬁve different types of work to move
from initial preparation for launching a study region planning
process through decisions on MPA designation by the Commission
(Fig. 2). The RSG processes for each region e lasting from seven to
12 months e allowed for iterative rounds of MPA proposal devel-
opment, evaluation, and reﬁnement.
3.1. Initiate regional planning
In each region, initial steps included convening a BRTF, SAT, and
RSG for the region, preparing a regional proﬁle (a document char-
acterizing the ecology and socioeconomics of the region),Fig. 2. Planning processes in each study region began with fact ﬁnding and progressed thro
and the CDFG, leading to a BRTF recommended preferred alternative for consideration by th
MPAs, modifying others and creating new MPAs. Multiple opportunities for public participa
MLPA Initiative and state staff.assembling regional data, developing additional region-speciﬁc
advice, undertaking joint fact-ﬁnding, and conducting directed
education and outreach efforts. Initiative and CDFG staff didmost of
this work but joint fact ﬁnding and community outreach also
involved stakeholders in the study region.
3.2. Design MPA components of network proposals
This step included developing regional objectives, beginning to
identify potential locations for proposed MPAs, evaluating and
recommending potential changes to existing MPAs and assembling
alternative draft MPA proposals in an iterative process. The RSG had
primary responsibility for designing alternative MPA proposals.
Their work was supported by Initiative staff and contractors with
diverse skills, including facilitators, and utilized data and decision
tools developed and maintained by Initiative staff in cooperation
with CDFG staff (Merriﬁeld et al., 2013). External groups (not
members of the RSG) also developed and submitted proposed
MPAs, which entered the regional study process early in thework of
the RSG (Fig. 2) and were available to inform the work of RSG
members. Generally, there were two or three iterative rounds of
MPA network proposal development, evaluation, and reﬁnement in
each region.
3.3. Evaluation of alternative MPA proposals
At designated times in the Initiative process, alternative MPA
proposals were evaluated for conformance with science guidelines
by the SAT (Carr et al., 2010; Saarman et al., 2013) and for confor-
mance with administrative feasibility guidelines developed by
CDFG. In the third and fourth study regions, State Parks and
Initiative staff provided assessments of MPA proposals regarding
compatibility with existing state recreation and public access
opportunities. Initiative staff also provided basic statisticalugh iterations of drafting and reﬁning MPA proposals, rounds of assessment by the SAT
e Commission which made formal regulatory decisions regarding ending some existing
tion existed and various forms of support for the processes were provided through the
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provided feedback on preliminary proposals based on several
factors including: SAT guidelines, CDFG feasibility guidelines, socio-
economic impacts, and cross-sectoral support.3.4. Revise alternative MPA proposals and BRTF recommendation
RSG members revised proposals for MPAs through an iterative
process in response to additional information, and feedback,
especially from the SAT and CDFG assessments, while encouraged
by BRTF exhortations to the RSG to heed those assessments. Facil-
itators of the stakeholder processes used a variety of techniques to
support these changes, including ranking, voting and testing (Fox
et al., 2013b). The BRTF provided feedback and guidance to the
RSG and helped to identify and make tradeoffs anticipating what
they would forward to the Commission. At the end of these itera-
tions in each region, the BRTF forwarded a package to the
Commission which included its preferred alternative, additional
proposals worthy of Commission consideration, and a written
explanation documenting the BRTF’s rationale for recommending
the preferred alternative. As seen below, when developing its rec-
ommended preferred alternative to forward to the Commission, in
every region the BRTF modiﬁed the recommendations developed
through the RSG. To ensure transparency and to ensure that the
original work of the RSG received due consideration, the BRTF also
transmitted to the Commission the ﬁnal RSG proposals.3.5. Commission consideration and action
Under California law, adoption of new MPAs requires Commis-
sion public hearings and input, preparation of proposed regulations
to accompany each MPA, identiﬁcation of a preferred alternative
MPA network and analysis of each of the “project alternatives,” as
required under the California Environmental Quality Act (CEQA),
culminating in a ﬁnal Commission action designating the MPAs. As
discussed below, in each of the four study regions the Commission
modiﬁed the recommendation of the BRTF in selecting its preferred
alternative for CEQA review. The CEQA required project alternatives
were developed based on RSG proposals.
The Initiative’s work was completed over seven years between
2005 and 2011, with the end of planning in one region overlapping
with the launching of information gathering and outreach for the
next region (Table 5). State staff, especially from the CDFG, took the
lead in regulatory processes after the Initiative BRTF delivered its
recommendations to the Commission in a joint meeting. The total
time encompassed from initiation of work in a study region toTable 5
Key study region dates, California Marine Life Protection Act Initiative, 2005e2012.
Study region Mo/Yr planning
processa beganb
Mo/Yr stakeholder
MPA design process
began
Mo/Yr stakeholder
MPA design process
ended
Central Coast April 2005 June 2005 December 2005
North Central
Coast
January 2007 May 2007 March 2008
South Coast May 2008 October 2008 September 2009
North Coast May 2009 October 2009 August 2010
a Known as the MLPA Initiative.
b Deﬁned as when the MLPA Initiative began gathering data about the study region, i
c Deﬁned as when the MLPA Initiative delivered the BRTF recommendations to the Cal
central coast).
d California Fish and Game Commission.
e As of July 24, 2012 the adopted regulations had not yet been submitted to the Ofﬁceeffective regulation for the three completed study regions ranges
from 29 to 44 months, with time lengthening in each region.
4. Critical roles of the BRTF and the Commission in redesign
and designation of a network of MPAs
The Initiative was successful at meeting the objectives and
timelines of the MOU. Most importantly, the work of the Initiative
supported formal regulatory action by the Commission establishing
an improved network of MPAs in California. Some of the over 60
existing MPAs in the state were terminated, many existing MPAs
were changed spatially or in allowed uses and many wholly new
MPAs were established. Success is not merely the result of technical
expertise, application of the best science, stakeholder involvement
or effective management of a complex process. Nominally, under
theMOU structuring the Initiative, theMPA proposals forwarded by
the BRTF at the end of each study region had to meet the require-
ments of the MLPA and be based on robust stakeholder processes
informed by sound science. However, these technical factors should
be considered “necessary, but not sufﬁcient” for success, which also
required political skill of those participating in the Initiative.
The BRTF recommendation of a preferred alternative had to be
politically plausible and the processes had to compel action by the
Commission. The MPA proposals advanced by the Initiative
provided a range of choices that plausibly satisﬁed theMLPAwithin
which the Commission could make decisions e a large accom-
plishment. Equally important, however, were the dynamics that
supported Commission action and avoided decision-making
paralysis. The MOUs that structured the Initiative required
“submitting” recommendations of multiple MPAs by a speciﬁed
date, but did not commit the Commission to make a decision
regarding designation of MPAs, and, of course, not to any particular
outcomes. Considered broadly, the Initiative succeeded by
providing momentum and credible products (i.e. MPA proposals)
that encouraged and facilitated Commission decisions.
However, as seen in the split votes by the Commission on
proposals from three of four study regions, there was still room for
disagreement regarding the substance of decisions by the
Commission. Political will was ultimately required e both by
Commissioners and by the Governor (who appoints the Commis-
sioners) e for the Commission to designate a statewide network of
MPAs. Indeed, in two study regions, three Commissioners voted for
approval of the proposed MPAs while two Commissioners voted
against the proposedMPAs; change hinged on a single vote in these
two instances.
The BRTF transmitted the proposed MPAs originally developed
in the RSG processes to the Commission but those alternativesMo/Yr planning
process endedc
Mo/Yr F&GCd
regulatory
notice hearing
re preferred
alternative
Mo/Yr F&GC
adopted MPA
regulations
Mo/Yr MPA
regulations
became effective
May 2006 August 2006 April 2007 September 2007
June 2008 June 2008 August 2009 May 2010
December 2009 April 2010 December 2010 January 2012
February 2011 June 2011 June 2012 TBDe
ncluding socioeconomic data or information for developing a regional proﬁle.
ifornia Fish and Game Commission (California Department of Fish and Game for the
of Administrative Law for review and approval.
Table 6
Summary of the MPAs proposed through MLPA Initiative processes and designated by the Fish and Game Commission.
At initiation of RSG process,
existing MPAs
At conclusion of RSG processes,
range of alternatives
BRTF recommended preferred
alternative (and DFG for Central
Coast only)
Fish and Game Commission
adopted preferred alternative
# of
MPAs
% of study
region
in MPAs
% of study
region in
no-take
MPAs
# of
MPAs
% of study
region in
MPAs
% of study
region in
no-take
MPAs
# of
MPAs
% of
study
region
in MPAs
% of
study
region
in no-take
MPAs
# of
MPAs
% of
study
region
in MPAs
% of
study
region
in no-take
MPAs
Central
Coast
13 3.75 0.65 29e30 14.9e19.3 5.2e12.8 31 17.25 9.56 29 17.9 7.4
DFG
recommended
26 18.12 8.12
North Central
Coast
13 3.52 0.04 23e28 18e27 9e14 22 20 11 25 20 11.1
South Coast 42 7.7 6.9 39e52 16.1e17.6 12.0e13.1 50 16.5 11.7 50 15.1 11.7
North Coast 5 0.3 0.2 14 13.1 8 18 13.1 8 20 13.3 5
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preferred alternative recommendation. The BRTF’s ﬁnal recom-
mendation of a preferred alternative submitted to the Commission
for each region built onwork of the RSG and others where the BRTF
had already exercised substantial inﬂuence. The modiﬁcations to
stakeholder proposed MPAs in the ﬁnal recommendations by the
BRTF could appear modest but were always important to some
constituency. An example of their great care in developing
a recommendation that addressed concerns of speciﬁc users is seen
in the BRTF recommendations for the South Coast Study Region.
The BRTF spent four days in meetings between October 20 and
November 10, 2009, crafting an “Integrated Preferred Alternative.”
It then returned to the issue on November 20, 2009, revising its
earlier recommendation and providing further explanation for its
recommendation relative to the RSG proposals and to potential
impacts on speciﬁc users. The BRTF’s integrated proposal was
further modiﬁed by the Fish and Game Commission before being
approved on a 3e2 vote.
The Commission exercised independent decision making
regarding MPA designation in each study region. In no instance did
the Commission simply approve recommendations of the BRTF (or
an alternative package of proposedMPAs from the RSG transmitted
by the BRTF), or the recommendations of the CDFG. As examples of
its detailed consideration of recommendations received, the
Commission made its regulatory decisions to designate 36 new
MPAs in the South Coast Study Region in 19 separate votes
(California Fish and Game Commission, 2010b) and to establish 18
MPAs in the North Coast Study Region in 17 separate votes
(California Fish and Game Commission, 2011). In its “summary”
action to initiate the regulatory adoption process and environ-
mental reviews required under CEQA, the Commission vote was
unanimous for the Central Coast Study Region, split 3e2 in the
North Central Coast and South Coast Study Regions, and split 4e1 in
the North Coast Study Region. These formal actions by the
Commission built on earlier decisions by RSGs and the BRTF,
reﬂecting important policy implementation choices at each stage
(Table 6).
Legal challenges to the publiceprivate structure of the Initiative
and provision of funding from private charitable foundations began
during the ﬁrst study region. Every study region also encountered
challenges other than legal actions in sorting out relationships with
other public policies and among uses of marine resources. For
example, a common issue among ﬁshermenwas the relationship of
MPAs to spatially based ﬁshery management regulations, such as
the Cowcod Conservation Areas or Rockﬁsh Conservation Areas;
relationships with tribal uses became increasingly important as the
Initiative progressed (Fox et al., 2013c).Consistent gubernatorial support for creating an improved
network of MPAs was important, especially regarding ﬁnal action
by the Commission (Fox et al., 2013a). As an example of the
political dynamics, the California State Senate refused to
consider and bring to conﬁrmation vote one Governor’s
appointee to the Commission who voted to create MPAs in the
North Central Coast shortly after appointment by the Governor
but before Senate conﬁrmation. That individual had previously
served on the BRTF.
5. Conclusions
As in any public policy implementation process of consequence,
creating a substantial network of MPAs did not occur easily once
legislation was enacted. The Initiative played a key role in the third
attempt to implement the MLPA and establish the ﬁrst statewide
network of MPAs in the U.S. Key contributors to the success of this
innovative planning process included a strong legal mandate,
adequate funding and capacity provided by the publiceprivate
partnership, robust stakeholder engagement, strong science guid-
ance, transparent processes, effective leadership by the volunteer
BRTF and strong political support.
Governmental decision making bodies sometimes seek to avoid
decisions or make the minimal changes possible from the status
quo, especially for issues characterized by high conﬂict, technical
complexity or uncertainty. Because of the extensive analytic work
on proposals and the extended, transparent process of the Initia-
tive, requests by any disaffected parties that a decision should be
deferred by the Commission had to overcome a compelling case for
action that emerged in each region.
The Initiative was successful in developing alternative MPA
proposals that supported Commission actions to substantially
increase the number, size, and effectiveness of MPAs in California,
including no take MPAs. Moreover, this network is being designed
to achieve greater results than would individual MPAs created
without considering how they will function together along the
1770 km coast of California although it does not strictly meet all
science guidelines (Gleason et al., 2013; Saarman et al., 2013). This
result is unique within the U.S. and globally relevant as a case study
at the sub-national scale of governance. The State’s actions estab-
lished approximately 60 percent of all no-take MPAs in the waters
off the 48 contiguous U.S. states, although California only encom-
passes roughly 7 percent of that coastline.
Planning and implementation of ecologically connected
networks of MPAs is context-dependent and involves a challenging
blend of policy, science, and stakeholder involvement (IUCN-WCPA,
2008; Gleason et al., 2013; Osmond et al., 2010). Over its seven
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lenges often seen in public policy implementation: (1) participants
confronted complexity and uncertainty without allowing these
innate characteristics of policy implementation to impede action;
(2) the BRTF, facilitators and others managed conﬂicts in each
region and, in many cases, effectively converted conﬂict into robust
discussion of the science, social and economic concerns, and even
process design; and (3) Initiative participants learned from and
adapted the process both between regions and during each regional
process.
The Initiative beneﬁtted from (1) the strength of MLPA itself,
which provided a statutory basis for effective processes resulting in
designation of MPAs under separate authority found in Fish and
Game Code sections 1590e1591, (2) the underlying publiceprivate
partnership, including both the roles and timelines established in
theMOUs and the ﬁnancial resources to carry out thework, (3) staff
support provided by the CDFG under very challenging budget
constraints, (4) signiﬁcant time and energy contributions by
volunteer members of RSGs, SATs and BRTFs for each study region
and (5) the success of the volunteer BRTFs in ensuring that the
complex processes effectively moved forward in each region on
a tight timeline to develop alternative MPA proposals that were
consistent with requirements of the MLPA, were crafted through
robust public processes involving stakeholders, andwhich followed
science guidelines.
However, as noted in the discussion of the full range of steps
required for public policy implementation (Table 2), much work
remains after formal designation of MPAs (Gleason et al., 2013).
The CDFG is undertaking needed informational, educational, and
enforcement activities required as chronicled in a dedicated web
page.6 The Ocean Protection Council launched the “MPA Moni-
toring Enterprise” which is initiating the organization of infor-
mation and monitoring required for adaptive management.7 the
longer term required for successful implementation of public
policies, large challenges will undoubtedly arise, most not unique
to MPAs: (a) there are no guarantees of continued political
support, but that is a constant of public policy and (b) ﬁnances will
be very tight in CA (and almost all industrialized nation govern-
ments) (California Legislative Analyst’s Ofﬁce, 2011). Additionally,
(c) there is real need to demonstrate the effectiveness of the
improved network of MPAs in meeting the goals of the MLPA.
California’s MPAs do not provide direct economic beneﬁt to
individual users of the sort provided by a water project supporting
irrigated agriculture or of Individual Fishing Quotas providing an
exclusive right for a certain catch, examples where such beneﬁts
can create economic self interested constituencies for continua-
tion and expansion of a public policy. The groups committed to
the success of California’s improved network of MPAs are more
diffuse and will be energized by broader cultural values as well as
expected economic beneﬁt to ﬁsheries or recreational uses.
A number of federal, state, and local agencies that can or have
allocated funding and support to MPA implementation are
already visible. One long-term example is the Orange County
MPA Council, which has been in existence for a decade. This
organization is a consortium of state, county, and municipal
agencies and local conservation organizations, including the
Crystal Cove State Park Association, which has been supporting
operation of Crystal Cove State Park for many years. These
organizations have carried out enforcement, surveillance, moni-
toring, and education and outreach of local MPAs that predated
the MLPA Initiative. The Channel Islands Marine Reserves provide6 http://www.CDFG.ca.gov/mlpa/.
7 http://www.monitoringenterprise.org/.another example, in which CDFG collaborates with the National
Marine Sanctuary Program, the National Park Service, and other
local organizations in enforcement, monitoring, and education
and outreach.
The state park system has developed a set of non-public support
partners, many of which take the form of state park associations.
These associations provide a wide range of support, from mainte-
nance to education and interpretation, and monitoring. These
associations often include docent programs that provide important
interpretive services, which can be directed toward MPAs. On the
Central Coast, docents at many of the parks adjacent to MPAs have
received training and materials regarding MPAs. These long-
standing programs can continue interpretation work about
nearby MPAs.
For more than a decade, member organizations of the Water
Keeper Alliance sponsor volunteer water quality monitoring
programs that have assembled data later used by agencies in
enforcement and other related actions. Many of these organizations
are now collecting information on human activities inside and
outside MPAs in California, to enhance the interpretation of bio-
logical monitoring data and the allocation of enforcement
resources. Discussions are underway to reﬁne these initial efforts
into a long-term program.
Additional sources of targeted state funding may materialize.
For example, under a policy adopted by the State Water Resources
Control Board, coastal power plants must curtail the impingement
and entrainment of marine organisms to insigniﬁcant levels
consistent with the Clean Water Act. From 2015 until cessation of
once-through-cooling, plants will be assessed fees measured on the
volume of seawater withdrawn. A priority use of funds generated is
for MPAs, speciﬁcally monitoring. A second example is associated
with oil rig decommissioning. Owners of oil rigs will deposit most
of any savings gained from partial rather than full removal of oil rigs
off California into an ocean trust fund to be used for a range of
ocean related efforts, including MPA management and
enforcement.
The statutory requirement for adaptive management provides
a legal basis on which to assess whether the MPAs are achieving
their stated objectives and to adjust management or the contours of
the MPAs themselves to improve effectiveness, but the law alone
ensures no guarantee of success. Adaptive management is difﬁcult,
expensive and requires long-term commitments not only to
monitoring and analyses, but also to making decisions (National
Research Council, 2002; Bormann et al., 2007). However, the
experience of the Initiative demonstrates that major revisions to
a “system” of MPAs can be accomplished, including terminating
some MPAs, modifying many, and creating new MPAs designed to
operate as an effective statewide network, all informed by strong
science and stakeholder processes. While full replication of the
Initiative processes should not be required for adaptive manage-
ment, the main structural elements regarding science, stakeholders
and someway to propel decisionmakingwill be critical for effective
adaptive management here or in any other natural resource
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